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1.  CHOOSE YOUR
GARMENT STYLE

3. CHOOSE YOUR
LOGO POSTIONING

4. SIT BACK WHILE
WE DO THE REST

2. CHOOSE YOUR
CUSTOM IMAGERY 

Leaver ’s Garments have to stand the test of time. Not only do they have

to be classic styles, they've got to be good quality.

You may want to burn your old uniform, and your books, but your leaver ’s jacket

or hoodie is something you are going to cherish for years to come

SO!.... make sure its going  to go the distance!



1. CHOOSE YOUR GARMENT STYLE.

We have the best quality garments going around, in classic styles

and with AWESOME BRANDING options - some techniques that

are not available anywhere else in New Zealand.

Make sure your Leaver’s garment is something

to be proud of, - looks cool, feels good and...

will last a LIFETIME!



2. CHOOSE YOUR CUSTOM IMAGERY.

We have a wide range of generic designs to choose from.

But, if you’re feeling creative, give us an idea of how you

want your garment to look, and for a small fee we can re create

it for you...and why not personalise your garment at the same time.



2. CHOOSE YOUR CUSTOM IMAGERY.

As you can see, there is a lot to choose from..but again, if you’re

feeling creative, send us a picture of how you feel your garment

should look.
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3. CHOOSE YOUR LOGO POSITIONING.

Now for the hard part, the positioning of your brand...sometimes less is more.

We will always give you a couple of options to choose from, just to make

life that little bit easier for you.

Why not complete your garment with an individual locker room tag.

This is a great way to make your clothing “Authentic” and 

we could even personalise them for you.



4. SIT BACK WHILE WE DO THE REST.

Right, now that YOU'VE done the hard work, sit back and chill

while we create your finished concept.

Don't forget!...we can personalise all garments.



And that’s it..easy!

So don't be the one that misses out.

Give our highly trained staff a call today.

CUSTOMER SERVICE:

Free Phone: 0800 NZUNIFORMS (0800 698 643) - Press 1 for Personal Service

www.nzuniforms.com

www.canterburyjerseys.co.nz

leavers@nzuniforms.com

facebook.com/NZUniforms


